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In the Matter of ~~~.~~1_~~r:~'~~~':.,.:~_o--r~ß' 

Docket No. 9320
REALCOMP II LTD., 

Publica corporation. 

COMPLAINT COUNSEL'S MOTION IN LIMINE TO BAR LAY OPINION 
TESTIMONY REGARING SUPPOSED COMPARSONS OF SOUTHEASTERN


MICHIGAN WITH OTHER LOCALES.


Complaint Counsel respectfully submit this Motion in limine for an Order barng 

testimony, whether live or by deposition, by Douglas Hardy, Dale Smith, Kelly Sweeney, 

Douglas Whitehouse, and any other Respondent witnesses without personal knowledge ofthe 

matters testified to, regarding any comparson of the market for residential real estate in 

southeastern Michigan with any other market or locale, for the reasons set forth in Complaint 

Counsel's accompanying Memorandum in support of its Motion. 

Respectfully submitted,


~~ 
Sean Gates 
Peggy Bayer Femenella 
Joel Chrstie 
Linda Holleran 
Chrstopher Renner 

Counsel Supporting the Complaint 



Bureau of Competition

Federal Trade Commission

601 New J ersey Avenue, NW

Washington, D.C., 20580

sgates~ftc.gov

(202) 326-3711

Facsimile: (202) 326-3496


Dated: May 18, 2007 
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their 

Motion in limine for an Order precluding the introduction by Respondent Realcomp IT Ltd. 

Complaint Counsel respectfully submit this Memorandum oflaw in support of 


("Rea1comp") of deposition or tral testimony by certain lay witnesses relating to any 

comparsons of the residential real estate market in southeastern Michigan with any other 

location or market without an adequate foundation in the witness' personal knowledge. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND


In its Final Proposed Witness List, Rea1comp has indicated that it expects several of its 

witnesses - Douglas Hardy, Dale Smith, Kelly Sweeney, and Douglas Whtehouse - to offer 

testimony, at tral and by deposition, comparng the market for residential real estate in Michigan 

with other markets around the countr. Specifically, Realcomp expects Messrs. Hardy,' Sweeney,


and Whtehouse to testify to "the residential real estate market in Michigan and how that 

compares to other markets." (Rea1comp's Final Proposed Witness List at 2-3.) Realcorpp also 

intends to introduce deposition testimony of 
 Mr. Smith on the "unique" natue ofthe 

"Southeastern Michigan residential real estate market" that "has made the market very 

competitive." (Rea1comp's Final Proposed Witness List at 5.) 

The witnesses' sworn deposition testimony, however, shows that none have personal 

knowledge ofthe market for residential real estate beyond southeastern Michigan. Absent such 

personal knowledge, any testimony these witnesses give comparng southeastern Michigan with 

any other locale will necessarly be based entirely on conjectue and hearsay. Accordingly, 

this matter or byComplaint Counsel seek an Order precluding such testimony at the hearng of 
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deposition.! 

II. ARGUMENT


A. Leeal Standard


The Scheduling Order entered by the Cour on December 4, 2006, specifically provides 

for the application of Rules 602 and 701 ofthe Federal Rules of 
 Evidence to this proceeding. 

the Federal Rules of 
 Evidence states that a lay(Scheduling Orderilil 20-21.) Rule 602 of 


"witness may not testify to a matter unless evidence is introduced sufficient to support a finding 

that the witness has personal knowledge ofthe matter." Lay witnesses may only testify to 

opinons or inferences ''which are (a) rationally based on the perception of the witness, and (b) 

helpful to a cleár understanding of the witness' testimony or the determination of a fact in issue, 

and (c) not based on scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge within the scope of 

Rule 702." FED. R. EVID. 701. The proponent oflay opinion testimony has the burden of 

establishing that the testimony meets these foundational requirements. United States v. Garcia, 

291 F.3d 127, 140 (2d Cir. 2002). 

Admissible lay opinion testimony must be based on direct, personal knowledge of a 

relevant factual matter. In re Air Crash 
 at Charlotte, 982 F. Supp. 1086, 1091 (D.S.C. 1997). 

Unlike expert witnesses, lay witnesses may not answer hypothetical questions or assume facts not 

in evidence in their testimony. Teen-Ed, Inc. v. Kimball Int'l, Inc., 620 F.2d 399, 404 (3d Cir. 

1980); Hartzell Mfg. v. American Chem. Technologies, 899 F. Supp. 405, 409 (D. Minn. 1995) 

("( a J lay witness's opinion testimony must be based upon his or her personal perceptions and, 

The deposition testiony and exhbits cited herein are attached to the Declaration of 
 Peggy Bayer 
Femenella. 
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unavoidably, those perceptions must be of a tye that are admissible in evidence"). Lay opinon 

testimony may not be based on inadmissible hearsay. K. W. Plastics v. u.s. Can Co., 131 F. 

Supp. 2d 1265, 1273 (M.D. AI. 2001). 

B. The Witnesses Lack Personal Knowledge of the State or Condition of the


Residential Real Estate Industry Beyond Southeastern Michi~an. 

To offer lay opinion testimony comparng the southeastern Michigan real estate market to 

another market in another locale, the witnesses must have actual personal knowledge of both the 

southeastern Michigan market and the market they compare. Cours consistently reject lay 

testimony offering comparsons when the witness lacks personal knowledge ofthe facts as to 

which they offer the comparson. In Adams v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 324 F .3d 935, 940 (7th Cir. 

2003), for example, an employment discrimination plaintiff was not allowed to introduce 

evidence of disparate treatment of comparably situated employees when she had no personal 

knowledge ofthe treatment ofthose employees. Similarly, in Bogle v. Orange County Bd. of 

County Comm'rs, 162 F.3d 653,658 (lIth Cir. 1998), the cour rejected "unverified, anecdotal" 

accounts of disparate treatment of allegedly comparable employees when "the witnesses who 

testified regarding these other incidents had no personal knowledge (of them)." Because the


witnesses lack personal knowledge of any other supposed comparable market, Complaint 

Counsel request an Order precluding testimony that offers such a comparson. 

Mr. Smith, who is not an active real estate practitioner, has no personal knowledge of the 

real estate market outside southeastern Michigan. As the executive offcer of a local association 

of Realtors in southeastern Michigan since 1998, he has not had the opportnity to gain personal 

knowledge of curent market conditions outside of southeastern Michigan. Smith Dep. at 6: 1 0
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7:4. His opinions on market conditions outside of southeastern Michigan are hearsay:


Q. Can you just fill me in a little bit fuher what you mean when you say curently 
the market is very competitive out there, define kind of geographically what 
market you're referrng to, and how it's competitive? ... 

A. Sure. When I go to the National meetings, I normally go to the meetings where 
the chief economist is talkng about all the great things that are happening around 
the countr. And they're talkng about those areas that are experiencing difficulty. 
They talk about diffculty, meanng where the appreciation rate has slowed down. 
And then they follow that by saying, but we're not talkng about southeast 
Michigan. They're in a group all by themselves. And so that I believe from 
talkng to my members is prett much what they're facing out there. 
Unemployment is higher than in most areas. Housing stays on the market longer 
from what the people are tellng me ... and the presumption at that point would be 
there'd be less business in that kind of market than there would be in a hot market. 

Smith Dep. at 36:15-37:11. Mr. Smith is speculating, and doing so based on the statements of 

undentified declarants. This is not the stuff of 
 which reliable, admissible lay opinion testimony 

is made. See Bogle, 162 F.3d at 658 (rejecting "unverifiable, anecdotal" accounts of allegedly 

comparable employees). In fact, even Mr. Smith's knowledge ofthe southeastern Michigan real 

estate market is based on hearsay: 

Q. Going back a little bit, you indicated given these economic conditions it's your 
belief that brokers are negotiating everyhing. Can you elaborate on that a little 
bit? 

A. I guess it's more from osmosis than it is from research of 
 the market terrtory. 
When brokers come in, they have a tendency to say, you know, I've got a great 
market, and I'm happy, or my market has slowed down, and I'm not happy, and 
we're getting more of the latter than we are of the former comments. People are 
telling us that it is a rough market to operate in at this point, and we normally hear 
that side chatter as we put together committee meetings or meetings for the 
educational programing. 

Smith Dep. at 38:6-38:19. Mr. Smith should not be permitted to opine on the state of the 

residential real estate market either in or beyond southeastern Michigan, let alone to compare the 

two, based on this sort ofunattbuted "chatter." 
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Messrs. Hardy, Sweeney, and Whitehouse, all of 
 whom are active real estate practitioners, 

have no personal knowledge of 
 the real estate market outside of southeastern Michigan. Each is 

affliated with a brokerage firm that derives the vast majority of its income from just a few 

counties in southeastern Michigan. Moreover, because licensing requirements for real estate 

practitioners are a creatue ofthe laws of each individual State, these witnesses - all of whom are 

licensed in Michigan - would not even have 
 had the opportunity to acquire personal knowledge 

of real estate markets beyond southeastern Michigan. Indeed, none of these witnesses is a 

member of a Multiple Listing Service ("MLS") outside of 
 Michigan. Without any personal 

knowledge of market conditions beyond southeastern Michigan, and without the opportty to


acquire such knowledge, these witnesses canot offer admissible testimony concerng 

comparsons with other markets. See Adams, 324 F.3d at 940 (rejecting comparson testimony 

based on "conclusory assertions about incidents outside (the witness') personal knowledge"). 

Mr. Hardy has no personal knowledge ofthe real estate market outside southeastern 

Michigan. Mr. Hardy is affiliated with two brokerages, both of which are focused on 

southeastern Michigan: 

Q. Okay. And why don't you tell me which areas your Centu 21 Today covers. 
A. Oakland and Wayne County, and some Macomb County.


Q. What about Sotheby's, your Sotheby's franchise, you have a hundred agents there, 
what geographic areas do they list houses in? 

A. Most all Oakland County.


Hardy Dep. at 19:14-19:16; 21:1-21:4. Mr. Hardy's brokerages are not a member of an MLS 

outside Michigan. Hardy Dep. at 17:24-21 :7. 

Mr. Sweeney has no personal knowledge ofthe real estate market outside southeastern 
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Michigan. Discussing CX 346, a list of cities and towns in southeastern Michigan printed from 

his brokerage's website and titled "Areas of 
 Service," Mr. Sweeney offered the following 

testimony: 

Weir Manuel agents service?Q. Does this list accurately represent the areas that 


A. Fairly accurately. I mean we may do business, a small amount of 
 business, 
outside these areas, but those would be the principal areas. 

Q. But any business outside oftheseareas it's going to be minimal? 
A. Yes.

Q. You'll have to forgive me, I'm not from Michigan, but where would you -- how


would you describe your service area? Is it Macomb County, Oakland County. 
A. I would say most of our business, and I don't have a hard statistic, but probably 70 

percent, maybe 80 percent of our business is in Oakland County, but for 
marketing puroses we describe our areas of services as southeastern Michigan. It 
is concentrated in and around the Oakland County area, however. 

Sweeney Dep. at 15: 11-16:2. Mr. Sweeney's firm is not a member of an MLS outside of 

Michigan. Sweeney Dep. at 11 :3-11 :6. 

Mr. Whtehouse has no personal knowledge ofthe real estate market outside southeastern 

Michigan. His brokerage has one offce, in southeastern Michigan, and derives the majority of 

its business from just three counties in southeastern Michigan: 

Q. What MLSs is Hanet, Wilson & Whtehouse a member of?

A. Rea1comp and MI Real Source.


Q. What's the geographic region in which Hanet, Wilson & Whtehouse does its

business, how would you describe that? 

A. The best way to describe it is southeast Michigan. 
Q. What counties do you cover?

A. Primarly I would say the majority of our business is in Oakland, Macomb and


Wayne (counties). We go into other areas, I mean, but not hugely signficant. 

Whtehouse Dep. at 11:8-11:24. Mr. Whtehouse's firm is not a member of an MLS outside of 

Michigan. Whtehouse Dep. at 11:15-11:16. 
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III. CONCLUSION


For the foregoing reasons, Complaint Counsel respectfully request that Your Honor grant 

its Motion in limine and enter an Order precluding Messrs. Hardy, Smith, Sweeney, Whtehouse, 

and any other ofRealcomp's witnesses without personal knowledge ofthe matters testified to, 

from testifyng at the hearng in this matter or by deposition regarding any comparson ofthe 

market for residential real estate in southeastern Michigan with any other market or locale. 

Respectfully submitted,
tÁ/\/~
Chrstopher Renner 

Dated: May 18, 2007 Complaint Counsel 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BEFORE THE FEDERA TRAE COMMISSION 

In the Matter of 

REALCOMP II LTD., Docket No. 9320 

a corporation. Public 

DECLARTION OF PEGGY BAYER FEMENELLA


I, Peggy Bayer Femenella, make the following statement: 

Competition ofthe Federal Trade Commission. I serve 
as Complaint Counsel in this matter. 
1. I am an Attorney in the Bureau of 


2. Pursuant to Paragraph 5 ofthe Scheduling Order, I conferred with Steve Lasher, counsel


for Realcomp on May 17, 2007, in an effort in good faith to resolve the issues raised by this' 
Motion, and we have been unable to reach an agreement. 

3. Pursuant to Pursuant to Rule 3.24(a)(2) and 3.24(a)(3) ofthe Commission's Rules of 

Practice, 16 C.F.R. §§3.24(a)(2) and 3.24(a)(3), I submit this declaration solely to bring before 
the Cour documents and deposition transcripts relevant to Complaint Counsel's Motion in 

Motion in Limine Requesting an Order Barng Lay 
Opinion Testimony Regarding Comparsons of Southeastern Michigan With Other Locales. 
Limine and Memorandum in Support of 


4. The materials submitted to the Cour in the Appendix to the Memorandum in Support of


Complaint Counsel's Motion in Limine Requesting an Order Barng Lay Opinion Testimony 
Regarding Comparsons of Southeastern Michigan With Other Locales are tre and correct 
copies of 
 the following: 

Tab Document Title Document 
Number Date 

Tab 1 Realcomp's Final Proposed Witness List 05/15/07 

Douglas Hardy 02/21/07Tab 2 Deposition Transcript excerpts of 



Tab Document Title Document 
Number Date 

Tab 3 Deposition Transcript excerpts of Dale Smith 01/16/07 

Tab 4 Deposition Transcript excerpts of Kelly Sweeney 03/01/07 

Tab 5 Weir Manuel Areas of Service 03/01/07 

Tab 6 Deposition Transcript excerpts of Douglas Whtehouse 02/22/07 

I declare under penalty ofpeijury that the foregoing is tre and correct. (28 V.S.C. § 1746). 

Executed on May 18, 2007. 

cfe~ ~~ 
peg~er Femenella
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

BEFORE THE FEDERA TRAE COMMISSION


In the Matter of 

Docket No. 9320
REALCOMP II LTD., 

Publica corporation. 

rPROPOSEDl ORDER 

On May 18, 2007, Complaint Counsel moved in limine to limit the tral and deposition 

testimony of Douglas Hardy, Dale Smith, Kelly Sweeney, Douglas Whtehouse, and any other 

Respondent witnesses without personal knowledge of 
 the matters testified to, regarding any 

comparson of the market for residential real estate in southeastern Michigan with any other 

market or locale. 

Accordingly, upon due consideration of the paries' submissions, it is hereby 

ORDERED that Douglas Hardy, Dale Smith, Kelly Sweeney, Douglas Whtehouse, and 

any other Respondent witnesses without personal knowledge of 
 the matters testified to, are 

precluded from testifyng, whether live or by deposition, regarding any comparson of the market 

for residential real estate in southeastern Michigan with any other market or locale. 

ORDERED: 
Stephen J. McGuire 
Chief Administrative Law Judge 

Date: 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

This is to certify that on May 18, 2007, I caused a copy of the attached Complaint 

Counsel's Motion 
 in Limine to Bar Lay Opinion Testimony Regarding Supposed Comparsons of 
i 

SouthEastern Michigan with Other Locales, the Memorandum in Support of its Motion In 

Limine, a Declaration of 
 Peggy Bayer Femenella and Exhibits to be served upon the following 
Ij 

IHi 

persons: 

by hand delivery to: 

The Honorable Stephen J. McGuire

Chief Administrative Law Judge

Federal Trade Commission

600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW

Washington, DC 20580


and by electronic transmission and overnight courier to: 

Scott Mandel, Esq.

Foster, Swift, Collins & Smith P .C.

313 South Washington Square

Lansing, MI 48933-2193
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UNITED STATES OF AMRICA 
FEDERA TRAE COMMSSION


In the: Matter of 
) 
) Docket No. 9320 

Respondent. 

REALCOMP IT LTD., 
) 

) 
) 

) 

Chief Admistrative Law Judge 
Stephen J. McGuire 

) 

RESPONDENT REALCOMP II. LTD.'S FINAL PROPOSED WITNESS LIST 

Respondent Realcomp n Ltd, ("Rea1comp"), though its attorneys, Foster, Swift, 

Collins & Smith, P.c., hereby submits Realcomp'sFinal Proposed Witness List of 
 witnesses it may 

call durng its case in chief: 

RESPONDENT WITNESSES 

1. Karen Kage

c/o Realcomp 

It is anticipated that Ms. Kage wil provide an overview ofRealcomp, explaining its 
fuction and the need for cooperation and compensation. Ms. Kage is
purose and 


also expected to offer an overview of real estate practices, the Southeastern Michigan 
real estate market, the rationale for the rules at issue, their efficiency justifications 
and the har that would be caused by Complainant's Counsel's proposed relief. Ms. 

Kage is also expected to explain Realcomp's Rules at issue in ths case, in paricular 
the Search Function Rule and the Website Policy Rules. Ms. Kage is also expected 
to testify about means available for non-exclusive right to sell (ERTS) agents, 
hereafter referred to as Exclusive Agents (EA), ability to compete in Southeastern 
Michigan and alternatives available to them, including other internet websites; other 
MLSs and local boards; and use of internet data exchange (IDX). Ms. Kage is' 
expected to offer testimony concernng the relationship of EAs and ER TS agents 
with respect to days on market and listing price to sellng price comparsons showing 
that EA listings are not being hared by Realcomp's rules. Ms. Kage is fuher 
expected to offer testimony concernng data and information that have been produced 
and made available in this case. Ms. Kage is also expected to offer testimony 
concernng the housing market and economy in Southeastern Michigan. Ms. Kage 
is expected to explain Realcomp's data sharng arangements with other Multiple 



Listing Services (MLS) and local boards, including the An Arbor Board. Ms. Kage 
may also offer testimony concerng matters upon which she has previously been 
deposed and concernng all documents and exhibits that Realcomp has produced in 
ths case.


2.	 Kelly Sweeney 
Weir Manuel, REALTORS(I 
298 S. Old Woodward Avenue 
Birmingham, MI 48009
 " 

Mr. Sweeney is expected to offer testimony concernng the importance of the 
Realcomp Rules at issue as they relate to the underpinnngs of the MLS of 
cooperation and compensation. It is expected that Mr. Sweeney will explain the 
concern with forwarding EA listings and treating them in the maner sought by 
Complainant's Counsel as that would be requiring Rea1comp members to pay for and 
promote a means and method that will undercut their own business açtivity and be 
inconsistent with cooperation and compensation. Mr. Sweeney 
 is expected to explai 
how Complainant's Counsel's proposed relief wil set up a system by which


prospective purchasers, through promotion and advertisements paid for by Realcomp 
members, would 
 essentially be placed in a position of dealing directly with 
homeowners who, for puroses of 
 transaction, would be akn to a for sale by owner, 
negotiating and handling the sale of their residential propert directly with 
prospective purchasers with no commission to be paid to any cooperating broker. 
Mr. Sweeney is also expected to offer testimony concernng the residential real estate 
market in Michigan and how that compares to other markets. Mr. Sweeney is also 
expected to offer testimony concernng exclusive agents and the problems they pose 
not only for exclusive right to sell agents but also the public. Mr. Sweeney is also 
expected to offer testimony about IDX feeds and the broker's own position if 	 they are


forwarded EA listings by Realcomp as well as the ability ofEAs to forward their own 
listings, use alternate web 
 sites and compete in SoutheastemMichigan. Mr. Sweeney 
is also expected to offer testimony concernng MiRealSource and its availability to 
EAs. Mr. Sweeney is also expected to offer testimony about MiRealSource. Mr. 
Sweeney is also expected to offer testimony consistent with the deposition testimony 
taken in this case and all exhibits from his deposition. 

3. Douglas C. Whitehouse 
Hannett- Wilson-Whitehouse, LLC 
880 S. Old Woodward, Suite 200 
Birmingham, MI 48009 

Mr. Whitehouse is expected to offer testimony concerng 
 the importance of the 
Rea1comp Rules at issue as they relate to the underpinnings of the MLS of 
cooperation and compensation. It is expected that Mr. Whtehouse will explain the 
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concern with forwarding EA listings and treating them in the manner sought by 
Complainant's Counsel as that would be requiring Rea1comp members to pay for and 

activity and be 
inconsistent with cooperation and compensation. Mr. Whtehouse is expected to 
promote the means and method that wil undercut their own business 


would set up a system where prospective purchasers, 
through promotion and advertisements paid by Realcomp members, would be placed 
in a position of dealing directly with homeowners who, for purposes of transaction 

explain how the proposed relief 


at issue would be aki to being in the position of a for sale by owner, negotiating and 
handling the sale of their residential propert directly with prospective purchasers 
with no commission to be paid to any cooperating broker. Mr. Whtehouse is also 
expected to offer testimony concerning the residential real estate market in 
Southeastern Michigan and how that compares to other markets. Mr. Whitehouse is 
also expected to offer testimony concernng exclusive agents and the problems they 
pose not only for ER TS agents but also the public. Mr. Whitehouse is also expected 
to offer testimony about IDX feeds and the broker's own position if they are 
forwarded EA listings by Rea1comp as well as the ability ofEAs to forward their own 

sites and compete in Southeastern Michigan. Mr. 
Whitehouse is also expected to offer testimony concernng MiRealSource and its 
availability to EAs. Mr. Whitehouse is also expected to offer testimony concernng 
the effciencies of Realcomp's search default fuction. Mr. Whtehouse is also 
expected to offer testimony consistent with the deposition testimony taken in this 
case and all exhibits from his deposition. 

listings, use alternate web 


4. Douglas H. Hardy 
Century 21 Today-Farmington Hils 
28544 Orchard Lake 
Farmington Hils, MI 48334 

Mr. Hardy is expected to offer testimony concernng the importance ofthe Realcomp 
Rules at issue as they relate to the underpinnngs of the MLS of cooperation and 
compensation. It is expected that Mr. Hardy wil explain the concern with


forwarding EA listing and treating them in the maner sought by Complainant's 
be requiring Realcomp members to pay for and promote the 

means and method that wil undercut their own business activity and be inconsistent 
with cooperation and compensation. Mr. Hardy is expected to explain how the 

Counsel as that would 


proposed relief wil set up a system by which prospective purchasers, through


promotion and advertisements paid for by Rea1comp members, would akin to be 
dealing directly with homeowners, who for puroses of transaction at issue, would 
be akin to a for sale by owner, negotiating and handling the sale of their residential 
propert directly with prospective purchasers with no commission to be paid to any 
cooperating broker. Mr. Hardy is also expected to offer testimony concerng the 
residential real estate market in Southeastern Michigan and how that compares to 
other markets. Mr. Hardy is also expected to offer testimony concernng exclusive 

pose not only for ERTS agents but also the public. Mr.agents and the problems they 
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Hardy is also expected to offer testimony about IDX feeds and the broker's own 
position ifthey were to be forwarded EA listings by Realcomp as well as the ability 
of EAs to forward their own listings, use alternate web 
 sites and compete in 
Southeastern Michigan. Mr. Hardy is also expected to offer testimony concernng 
MiRealSource and its availability to EAs. Mr. Hardy is also expected to offer 
testimony about the residential real estate market and economy in Southeastern


Michigan. Mr. Hardy is also expected to offer testimony consistent with the 
deposition testimony taken in this case and all exhibits from his deposition. 

5. David M. Eisenstadt, Ph.D. (Expert Witness)


Principal 
Microeconomic Consulting and Research Associates, Inc.

1155 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.

Suite 900

Washington, D.C. 20036


202-467-2500 

Dr. Eisenstadt is an economist who has been retained by Rea1comp to serve as an 
expert economist in this case. Dr. Eisenstadt is expected to offer testimony


consistent with the opinons and matters set forth in his expert report. Dr. Eisenstadt 
is also expected to offer testimony in response to the report of 
 FTC's expert, Darrell 
Williams, Ph.D. and the data and studies relied upon 
 by Dr. Williams in that report 
which were received by Dr. Eisenstadt after his report was prepared. Those 
additional opinions and matters wil be disclosed after Dr. Eisenstadt has had the 
opportnity to review the additional material provided to him by Complainant's


Counsel as recently as May 3,2007. Dr. Eisenstadt is expected to offer testimony 
concernng his analysis of data from 10 MLSs and in rebuttal to paragraphs 86-90, 
Appendices C-E, and Exhibit 26 of Dr. Willams' Expert Report of April 
 3, 2007 and 
the matters set fort in Dr. Eisenstadt's Supplemental Expert Report, which is to be 
submitted on or before May 31, 2007. Dr. Eisenstadt is also expected to offer 
testimony consistent with his depositions in this case and all documents and materials 
he has relied upon in support of his expert report.


6. Robert Taylor, Jr.


Weir Manuel, 
 REAL TORSCI

298 S. Old Woodward

Birmingham, MI 48009


It is expected that Mr. Taylor's testimony wil be presented by deposition. It is 
expected that Mr. Taylor's deposition testimony will be about the search default 
fuction and the ease by which a person can set that to search for all 
 listings and that 
he, himself, does that. 
 Mr. Taylor may also offer testimony concerning the 
arbitration process concernng the issue of procurng cause and the limitations ofthat 
process as not being applicable when no commission is being paid. 
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7. Walt Baczkowski


It is expected that Mr. Baczkowski's testimony will be presented by deposition. It is 
expected that Mr. Baczkowski's testimony wil be that the search default rule of 
Realcomp does not necessarly make it more difficult for persons using this to view 
all listings or listings of EAs. Mr. Baczkowski's deposition testimony is also 
expected to be that broker's own web 
 sites can have EA listings on it and all a broker
has to do is put a feed from that source to their site and that this is easy to .do. ' 

8. Marty Nowak 
I"., 

It is expected that Mr. Nowak's testimony wil be presented by deposition. That 
testimony is expected to be that avoiding Realcomp's search default is very simple. 
It is also expected that Mr. Nowak's testimony will be that public websItes at issue 
are owned by the brokers and they should not have to market what they wil not be 
paid for. Mr. Nowak is expected to explain that EAs are actually seelçg to put for 
sale by owners on websites. 

9. Dale Smith


It is expected that Mr. Smith's testimony wil be presented by deposition. That 
testimony is expected to concern Mr. Smith's description of Southeastern Michigan 
residential real estate market as being unque due to its economy and that this, in tu,


has made the market very competitive. Mr. Smith's testimony is also expected to 
concern Michigan brokers negotiating everyhing with respect to services and 
listings. 

10. Dreu Adams


It is expected that Mr. Adams' testimony wil be presented by deposition. The 
expected testimony concerns Mr. Adams' acknowledgment that it is very difficult to 
do business in Southeastern Michigan for all real estate agents as they are generally 
down 20%, with everyone strggling. Mr. Adams is also expected to explain how 
Realcomp's rules at issue in this case have actually benefitted consumers with respect 
to his own business as he is providing additional services at a lower 
 price. 

11. Virginia Bratt 

It is expected that Ms. Bratt's testimony wil be offered by deposition. That 
testimony is expected to concern her description of MiRealSource; that agents, 
including EA agents, can compete in Southeastern Michigan by only belongig to


MiRealSource; MiRealSource's former rules and the change in their rules as a result 
of its entry into a consent judgment; the reason or at least part of the reason that 
MiRealSource entered into that consent judgment was its concern with avoiding the 
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expense of 
 litigating this matter; the $50 per listing charge MiRealSource has for 
guest listing fees; charges MiRealSource has for persons who wish to become a 
member; MiRealSource's growth throughout Southeastern Michigan and areas of 
expansion; problems with including EA listings and real examples of where realtors 
were not compensated where EA listings were 
 transmitted; the residential real estate 
market in Southeastern Michigan; realtors using MiRealSource alone and not 
Realcomp to do business in Southeastern Michigan; alternatives to Rea1comp for 
realtors in Southeastern Michigan; and regarding MiRealSource's broker data sharg 
and how that is the same thing as the IDX. 

12. Dave Elya


It is expected that Mr. Elya's testimony 
 will be offered by deposition. That testimony 
wil concern his having listings in Realcomp and MiRealSource by choice. 

13. Robert Goldberg/National Association of 
 Realtor ("NAR") 

It is expected that Mr. Goldberg's testimony wil be by deposition. That testimony 
is expected to concern the considerable competition faced by Realtor. com, including


from Google, in residential real estate and search engie optimization. Mr. 
Goldberg's testimony is also expected to concern the proliferation of web sites 
available for residential real estate; optionS available to EAs and the declining share 
of Realtor. com of the market. Mr. Goldberg's testimony is also expected to concern 
ranings of web 
 sites effectiveness; results of a surey of members showing that 85% 
oftheir members say that less than 10% oftheir sales are drven by Realtor.com and 
that he does not know of any statistics that backup a claim that Realtor.com 
facilitates an actual transaction. Mr. Goldberg is expected to explain that 
Realtor.com does not have a corner of the market and that it does not have unque 
benefits. He is expected to explain that competition to Realtor.com has dramatically 
increased and that Realtor.com's utilization is trending downward. Mr. Goldberg is 
expected to offer testimony showing that it is fairly simple for persons even on an 
individual basis to put listings on the website and to maintain their own website and 
that search engie optimization permts the smaller broker to compete with larger 
brokers on the web. 

14. Robert D. Gleason 

SKBK Sothebys International Real Estate 
348 E. Maple 
Birmingham, MI 48009 

Mr. Gleason is expected to offer testimony by deposition. That testimony is expected 
to describe the concern with Realcomp members paying to promote and sell EA 
listings in the maner sought by Complainant's CounseL. Mr. Gleason is also 
expected to explai how makng EA listings available on the public websites as 

6 



advocated for by Complainant's Counsel, ultimately leads to things such as the 
addresses for those listings being available and promotes these properties for sale 
without compensation to a cooperating broker. He wil explain that these listings, 
paid for by realtors, would go directly to the public so that the seller can deal directly 
with the purchaser, thereby fostering sales with no assurance of compensation to 
Realcomp members who are being asked to pay for this promotion. 

15. Dan Mulvihil

II 

It is expected that the testimony of Mr. Mulvihill will be presented by depositIon. 
Mr. Mulvihill's testimony will be about the Internet not having much of an effect on 
actual sales. 

16. Gerald Burke


It is expected that the testimony of 
 Mr. Burke will be presented by deposition. Mr. 
Burke's testimony wil concern Realcomp's search default rule, the rationale for its 
adoption, that the majority of people want this and the ease of 
 viewing the remaining 
listings. 

17. Gary Moody


Realcomp anticipates that, uness called as a witness by the FTC, Mr. Moody's 
testimony will be presented by deposition. That deposition wil concern Mr. Moody's 
EA business in Southeastern Michigan; its success and growt; website optimization 
and alternative means available for promoting listings on the internet. 

18. Albert Hepp


Rea1comp anticipates that, unless called as a witness by the FTC, Mr. Hepp's 
testimony wil be presented by deposition. That deposition wil concern Mr. Hepp 
and his Company's ability to do business in Southeastern Michigan and its growth, 
as an exclusive agent, since 2004. 

19. Jeff Kermath


Realcomp anticipates that, unless called as a witness by the FTC, Mr. Kermath's 
testimony will be presented by deposition. That deposition is expected to concern 
Mr. Kermath's acknowledgment that his exclusive agency business in Southeastern 
Michigan has grown and his representation to the public that he and his company 
have achieved great success with exclusive agent but better with exclusive right to 
sell and the availability of certain websites. 
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20. Craig Mincy


Rea1comp anticipates that, unless called as a witness by the FTC, Mr. Mincy's 
testimonywil be presented by deposition. Mr. Mincy's testimony is expected to be 
that his listings, both exclusive agent and ERTS, have increased by 30% from 2005 
to 2006. Mr. Mincy's testimony is also expected to be that there is no difference in 
the time that listings stay on the market, whether they be exclusive agent or ERTS. 
Mr. Mincy's testimony is also expected to be that 80% of the residential real estate


properties sell as a result of the MLS and 10% as a result of being in Realtor.com. 
Mr. Mincy's testimony will also concern the availability of other websites. 

21. CliffNeirsbach/NAR


Mr. Neirsbach's testimony is expected tobe introduced by deposition. Mr. Neirsbach 
is expected to explain NAR's Rules relating to the IDX and allowing individual 
brokers to make decisions oflimitations ofwho they would send IDX feeds. Brokers 

chiding 
EA listings. Mr. Neirsbach is also expected to offer testimony that NAR made 
changes in its rules so as to avoid litigation expense. Mr. Neirsbach is also expected 
to offer testimony about there being competition in the real estate field and that he 
knows of nothing in Michigan, including Southeastern Michigan, to suggest 
otherwise. Mr. Neirsbach is also expected to offer testimony that the MLS allows 
smaller brokers to compete with larger brokers and that is good for consumers. 

can do this on an objective basis, including the tye of agency and thereby ex 


22. Robert Greenspan

c/o Move, Inc. 

Mr. Greenspan's testimony is expected to be offered by deposition. That deposition 
is expected to be that Realtor.com no longer has a competitive advantage as content 
is everyhere today. Mr. Greenspan's testimony wil also concern RX137 and his


agreement with the statements contained therein. Mr. Greenspan's testimony wil 
also concern the rules and operating agreement concernng placing listings on 
Realtor.com and individual brokers being able to do that under the operating


agreement. 

23. Phil Dawley

c/o Movie, Inc. 

Mr. Dawley's testimony is expected to be offered by deposition. That testimony wil 
concern his description ofCX601 showing that Realtor.com feeds from a number of 
MLSs or other local board in or around Southeastern Michigan and that these are, in 

Realtors, Flint Boardaddition to Realcomp, are: MiRealSource, An Arbor Board of 


of Realtors and Shiawassee. Mr. Dawley's testimony will also concern individual 
brokers submitting their listings directly to Realtor.com. Mr. Dawley is also 
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expected to offer testimony about Realtor.com experiencing increased competition 
from large search engines such as Yahoo and Google and smaller starps such as 
Trulia and Zillo. 

24. Wayne Aronson

c/o YourIgloo 

Mr. Aronson's testimony is expected to be offered by deposition in the event that he 
is not called as a witness by the Complainant's Counselor his transcript is used by 
Complainant's Counsel. That testimony is expected to concern Mr. Aronson"s


ranng of the effectiveness of varous means of internet sites for residential real 
estate listings; the availability of Downver MLS and MiRealSource to place EA 
listings into Realtor.com and his company's continuing to do business, 
notwithstanding his denial ofthe same, as a result of 
 his referrng listings to EAs in 
Michigan such as Gar Moody and Shanon Scott. 

25. Anita Groggins


Ms. Groggins' testimony is expected to be by deposition. It is expected that in the 
event that Complainant's Counsel calls Ms. Groggins as a witness or seeks to


introduce portions of 
 her testimony, Realcomp wil seek to introduce Ms. Groggins' 
testimony about how she can easily negotiate Rea1comp's search fuction default to 

listings and that persons familiar with computers and the Internet can 
easily negotiate that as it just requires a couple of clicks on "search all" or check in 
search for all 


the box for additional 
 listings. 

Foster, Swift, Collins & Smith, P.c. 
Attorneys for Respondent 

Dated: May 15, 2007 By: ~~~ 
Scott L. Mandel . 
Steven H. Lasher 
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l' Q. Okay. 

2 A. 

3 Q. 

4 A. 

5 Q. 

6 A. 

7 Q. 

8 A. 

9, 

10 Q. 

11 A. 

12 Q. 

13 A. 

.J i4 Q. 

15 

16 A. 

17 Q. 

18 

19 A. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 Q. 

25 A. 

=..

It's just their first letters abbreviated.


So it's NOCBOR?


Yes, sir.


Is that N-O-C-B-O~R?

Ij 

, i..~ 

Yes, sir.


Do you have any positions at NOCBOR?


No, sir, just other than being on their Board of


Governors. 

Have you had any positions at NOCBOR prior to 2007?


No, sir.


What other boards are you a member of, if any?


I think no other boards.


Does your company or your offices have to be members


of the different boards?


Yes. 

And for Century 21 Today which boards is it a member


of? 

It's my belief we're a member of the Western Wayne


Association of Realtors, North Oakland County Board of


Realtors, the M-C-A-R, which is the Michigan


Consolidated Association of Realtors. I think that' s


it. 
Which MLSs is Century 21 Today a member of?


Realcamp. 
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Q.	 Are any of your offices members of MI Real Source? 

A.	 The Century 21 Today offices, no; the Sotheby's 

office, yes. 

Q.	 Okay. So let's focus on the Century 21. Not a member 

of MI Real Source, are any of the offices of Century 

21 Today a member of any other multiple listing 

service? 

A.	 No, sir. 

Q.	 Why not? 

A.	 Because my agents don' t really have a need to belong 

to two MLSs. 

Q.	 And MLSs tend to cover different geographic 

territories, is that your understanding? 

A.	 No, I don't -- I don't feel that way with our MLSs. 

Q.	 Okay. So tell me then why is it that your agents 

don't have a need to belong to two MLSs. 

A.	 In order to save my agents money and not have them pay 

two fees, most all of the listings in Realcompi I 

think over 90, 95 percent of the listings are also in 

MI Real Source¡ so it's really a cost savings for my 

agent as I would rather not have them get double 

billed for to look at duplicate listings. 

Q.	 Okay. So let me understand this, you said that 95 
percent of the listings in MI Real Source are also in


Realcomp? 

For The Record, Inc. 
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1 A. That's my impression. That i s my understanding, 

2 absolutely. 
3 Q. So it wouldn't be a good use of money to join MI Real 

4 Source because you already have access to those 95


5 percent of those listings. 
I' " ..~ . 

6 A. It would - - it's a cost savings for the agents. 

7 Q. What about other MLSs outside of the Realcomp area, in 

8 other counties? 

9 A. No, sir. 
i 

10 Q. And is there a reason why your offices haven't joined 

11 some of those other MLSs? 

12 A. I don' t think I have any interaction with areas 
13 selling houses outside of our areas.

..~-;~...- '.". 
14 Q. Okay. And why don' t you tell me which areas your 

15 Century 21 Today covers. 

16 A. Oakland and Wayne County, and some Macomb County. 

17 Q. 80 wi thin Oakland and Wayne County can you give me a 

1S ballpark figure of the percentage of listings that 

19 Century 21 has today - - Century 21 has in those 

20 counties versus its total number of listings? 

21 A. I don't know the numbers. I t would be a high number. 

22 I just don't know. I just didn't bring any of that 

23 s t uf f .


24 Q. No, that's fine.


25 A. I can look it up.


r', 

.~-~ .
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1 Q- listings are inYou said that the majority of your 


2 Oakland and Wayne and some in Macomb, trying to get a


3 feeling for what you mean by some in Macomb.


4 A. Maybe less than 15 percent.


5 Q. I've heard the phrase several times that all real


6 estate is local, have you heard that?


7 A. No_


8 Q. Oh, you haven' t? Okay.


9 A. No, I haven' t.


10 Q. All right. When your offices are focusing on Oakland 

11 and Wayne County, tell me why that is, why are they 

12 focusing on these particular localities? 

13 A. That our offices are physically located in those 

14 areas, and consumers are comfortable dealing with 

15 agents in their neighborhoods. 

16 Q. For someone who is selling a house then, you're saying 

i 7 that home sellers are comfortable or more comfortable 

is dealing with a local Realtor? 

19 A. I believe so, yes. 
20 Q. And can you tell me why that is? 
21 A. I think it would be because of their local expertise


22 in the market.


23 Q. And that expertise is something that they develop over


24 time?


25 A. Yes, sir.
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,', Q. What about Sotheby' 8, your Sotheby's franchise, you

,:)


have a hundred agents there, what geographic areas do


they list houses in?


A.	 Most all Oakland County. 

Q.	 And you said that the Sotheby's office is also a ' 
If '... 

member of MI Real Source?


A.	 Yes, sir. 
Q.	 Can you tell me why that is? 

A.	 When we bought them in May 1st, in May of 2006, they 

were a member of MI Real Source and I didn' t want - - I 

don't want to change things too fast, so I just left


it in place.


Q.	 Would it be a cost savings to you to termnate the
..--:~ 

\ 
'L	 Sotheby's office's membership in MI Real Source? 

A.	 Not to the company, no. 

Q.	 Tha t -

A.	 To the agents it would be a cost savings. 

Q.	 The agents are the ones who pay the dues to MI Real 

Source? 

A.	 Yes, sir. 
Q.	 And for Century 21 Today you made a decision not to 

join MI Real Source, are you planning to do that as 

well at Sotheby's, to terminate the MI Real Source 

membership? 

A.	 Yes, sir. 

, , .,
'"..=. ..''.:.;.~:,:"" 
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, \ i through our rules and regs. 

2 Q. Why? I guess that's what I don' t understand, why? 

3 A. Because the seller can claim that they found their own 

4 buyer because the buyer knocked on their door and said 

5 let's make a deal. 

6 Q. Okay. So if I understand correctly, this is still kind' 

7 of coming down to a procuring cause issue? 

8 A. Procuring cause is only good between realtor and 

9 realtor. I mean, that's the only rules we can enforce. 

10 We can' t force the -- we can't enforce the seller to 

11 have to pay anything. That would require the selling 

12 broker taking legal action against the seller. 
,13 Q. Can't you enforce against the listing broker and make 

, ! 14 the listing broker go after the seller? 

1S A. What the rules state is if the listing broker can prove 

16 through no fault of their own they did not collect, 

17 then they may not be responsible for having to pay the 

18 selling side of the commission. 

19 Q. Through no fault of their own. So if they contracted a 

,20 certain way, does that constitute no fault of their 

21 own? 

22 A. It would just depend on the circumstances. You know, I 

23 don't know. It would depend on the circumstances. 

24 Q. Okay. So you have answered this already, but I forgot 

25 the answer. Has this happened? Have you had to deal 

For The Record, Inc. 
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,¡	 A. Since October of 2009. 

Q.	 And for today's purposes, 1'11 abbreviate the 

association and refer to it as WWOCAR; is that 

acceptable? 

A.	 Yes, sir. 'I . ~~.. . 

Q.	 Is that how it's referred to? 

A..	 Yes, sir. 
Q.	 In the business? 

A.	 Um-hmm, yes, sir. 

Q.	 So prior to your position as executive vice president 

o.f WWOCAR, what were you doing before October of 2001?


A.	 Just prior to that, I was a CEO of the New Orleans 

Metropolitan Association of Realtors, the president of 
.( 

GSREINS, which is the Gulf States Real Estate


Information Network System, and the CEO of Mississippi


and Louisiana CCIM Commercial Group.


Q.	 Can you tell me what timeframes you were with those 

various organizations? 

A.	 Actually that was all at one time, and that was 1998 

through 2001. 

Q.	 Where were you working prior to 1998? 

A.	 At the Rockford Area Association of Realtors in 

Rockford, Illinois, and I was fulfilling a position of 

CEO at that location. And prior to that, I was with 

the Aurora, I think they call it the Greater Aurora 

~~~~;:r 
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"j 
Associàtion of Realtors now, and I was there for 15 

years. And in that capacity, I was a CEO of that 

association, the administrator of an MLS J and the 

corporate secretary of a regional MLS. 

Q. Is it fair to say you're very familiar with how an MLS 

is operated? 

A. Yeah, I think so. 

Q. And in your understanding, what's the general purpose 

of an MLS? 

A. The MLS, from our point of view, is an offer for the 

facility to make an offer of compensation and 

cooperation with other brokers. 

Q. Can you explain for me further what you mean by the 

offer of, compensation and cooperation for other 
brokers? 

A. There's quite a few brokers that are out in the 

marketplace right now that don J t belong to a 

standardized Multiple Listing Service. What we try to 

do through a Multiple Listing Service is give them a 

vehicle for marketing their properties to someone, so 

that's making the offer, and also to make an offer of 

compensation if somebody should bring a client to you. 

Q. Just in terms of the offer of compensation, is it your 

understanding that that compensation that J s being 

offered to cooperating brokers, that information is 

For The Record, Inc. 
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1 type of arrangement. Is that your understanding a~ 

2 well? 

3 A. This is actually the first time lIve looked at their 

4 particular definition. From a practical point of vie'l,. 

5 we had talked before about the types Of listing /1 
, i,,~ ~ 

6 agreements. I think the same thing goes wi th service 

7 agreements. I think that this market is so competitive 

B that my guess would be that the brokers are allover 

9 the place on the service agreements. This certainly 

10 would fill a need for a definition, but from my point 

11 of view our brokers are negotiating just about 

12 everything at this point out there in the marketplace, 

13 so it kind of blurs the line of what the definitions 
,(
\ 

.. ,c__ ..,....:. ~~ 
14 are. 

15 Q. Can you just fill me in a little bit further what you 

16 mean when you say currently the market is very 

17 competi ti ve out there i define kind of geographically 

18 what market you're referring to, and how it's 

19 competitive? Can you just explain a little further. 

20 A. Sure. When I go to the National meetings, I normally 

21 go to the meetings where the chief economist is talking 

22 about all the great things that are happening around 

23 the country. And they're talking about those areas 

24 that are experiencing difficulty. They talk about 

25 difficul ty, meaning where the appreciation rate has 

'.¿'~rr:..
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1 slowed down. And then they follow that by saying, but 
2 we're not talking about southeast Michigan. They're in 

3 a group all by themselves. And so that I believe from 

4 talking to my members is pretty much what they're 

5 facing out there. Unemployment is higher than in most 

6 areas. Housing stays on the market longer from what 

7 the people are telling me. And so it becomes very 

8 competitive when you have 4,200, or 4,300 members 

9 operating in that environment, and the presumption at 

10 that point would be there'd be less business in that 

11 kind of market than there would be in a hot market. 

12 Q. When you say less business, less demand by potential 

,( 
13 

14 A. 

home buyers? 

That would be one of the elements, probably because our 

15 industry is hooked around certain industries, like the 

16 automobile industry. You're seeing less movement with 

17 employment for those. So all of those things kind of 

is come to bear on the marketplace. 

19 There's 46,000, I believe, the number is 

20 correct, homes on the marketplace right now that aren't 

21 generating revenue, aren't generating taxes. Those 

22 types of things tend to make the market a little bit 

23 soft, a little bit more competitive. 

24 Q. 46, 000 homes on the market in southeastern Michigan? 

25 A. Let me backtrack. Not on the market. I should have 

..~;.:..~., 
-~..:"" 
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-¡ 
1 said not generating real estate taxes. Sorry . The;y' re 

2 not on the market. They're just sitting there at this 

3 point not able to be sold, not able to be renovated.
, 

4 Q. So they're not even in the marketplace? 

5 A. They're not even in the market at this point. 
. 1..- ~

Ij 

6 Q. Going back a little bit, you indicated given these 

7 economic conditions it's your belief that brokers are 

8 negotiating everything. Can you elaborate on that a 

9 little bit? 

10 A. I guess it's more from osmosis than it is from research 

11 of the market territory. When brokers come in, they 

12 have a tendency to say, you know, I've got a great 

13 market, and I'm happy, or my market has slowed down, 

14 and I'm not happy, and we're getting more of the latter 

is than we are of the former comments. People are telling 

16 us that it is a rough market to operate in at this 

i 7 point, and we normally hear that side chatter as we put 

18 together committee meetings or meetings for the 

19 educational programming. 

20 Q. Tell me more about the types of communications that you 

21 get from your members, especiaiiywi th respect to 

22 what's going on in the marketplace. From what sources 

23 do you get information about what's happening in the 

24 marketplace with respect to brokers and their 

25 negotiations? Do you get that from the brokers 

" ,:.. :," .J.~~.. 
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.


.


.


, 

issues. Could be strategic planning issues. Cou'ld be 

marketing issues. 

Q. 

A. 

Are you a member of any other real estate-related' 

associations? 
Yes. /j

My company belongs to both the Realcomp, II MLS'" 

and MiRealSource. 

Q. And you are a - - on the board of directors of 

MiRealSource? 

A. That's correct. I ~ m the treasurer. 

Q. And the treasurer? 

A. I am the treasurer, yes. 

Q. And how long have you been a member of the board of 

di rectors? 

A. Approximately five years. 

Q. So is that also while the MiRealSource was known as 

RealSelect? 

A. I'm not familiar with that name. 

Q. Okay. My understanding is that MiRealSource 

technically began in 2004 and that it acquired the 

assets of RealSelect? Do I have that wrong? 

A. That doesn't sound right to me. 

MR. MADEL: We've seen the name, just for 

the record, I think RealMatrix is the name we've seen. 

I don' t recall RealSelect. 

MS. HOLLERA: Oh, okay. That could be. 
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,'. 
Q.	 Okay. I would ask you to look at what's going td be 

marked as CX 346.


MARKED BY THE REPORTER:


DEPOSITION EXHIBIT NUBER CX 346 
II

9:55 a.m.	 -1,-1'1 

Q.	 Do you recognize that? 

A.	 It's a list of municipalities or cities, yes. This 

may have come off our Web site, I'm guessing. 

Q.	 I'll represent to you that I printed this from ,your 

Web site. 

Does this list accurately represent the 

areas that Weir Manuel agents service? 

.	 A. Fairly accurately. I mean we may do business, a small 

amount of business, outside these areas, but those 

would be the 
 principal areas.


Q.	 But any business outside of these areas it's going to 

be minimal? 

A.	 Yes. 

Q.	 You'll have to forgive me, I'm not from Michigan, but 

where would you - - how would you describe your service 

area? Is it Macomb County, Oakland County? 

A.	 I would say most of our business, and I don't have a 

hard statistic, but probably 70 percent, maybe 80 

percent of our business is in Oakland County, but for 

marketing purposes we describe our areas of services . 
..-..~.::.... 
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as southeastern Michigan. It is concentrated in 'and


around the Oakland County area, however.


Q.	 Okay. Towards the eastern end near Macomb County? 
I ,


A.	 Allover. I mean Plymouth is in western Wayne County, 

Ii 

and our Rochester office is almost on the border of""


Macomb. So if you looked at a map our services 	 are 
pretty well spread from the east to the west so we


really can do business as far as Ann Arbor on the west


and all the way to, the Grosse Pointes on the east and


up to Genesee County in the north.


Q.	 And in providing these services you belong to two 

MLSs, right, you mentioned them before? 

A.	 Yes. All my offices don't, but three out of four 
belong to MiRealSource and all of them belong to


Realcomp. 

Q.	 And which office doesn' t belong to MiRealSource? 

A.	 Plymouth office. 

Q.	 And why is that? 

A.	 That is my furthermost western office, and it is just 

no,t germane - - not important for that 
 office to belong


to MiRealSource because of where 
 they' re located. 
MiRealSource does not have significant market share


that far west.


Q.	 And so them not having significant market share that 

far west, what does that mean for why you wouldn't 
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Areas of Service 
Addis..ownship 
Aubur Hills 
Bellevile 
Berkley 
Beverly Hils


Bingham Fars

Binngham 
Bloomfield Hills 
Bloomfield Township 
Hi ann-l-ownsmp 
Brighton 
Canton 
Center Line 
Clarkston 
Clawson 
Commerce 
Dearborn 
Dearborn Heights 
Detroit 
Drayton Plais


Farmington 
Farmington Hills 
Ferndale 
Franlin 
Garden Ciry 
Grand Blanc


Green Oak Township
Harson.hip 
Hazel Park


Highland Township 
H-elly 
Huntington Woods 
Independence Twp. 
K-eego-Harber-
Lake Angelus


Lake Orion 
Lathp Village 
Leonard 

Live help by Velaro 

" 

Livonia

Lyon Township

Madison Heights

Milford

Nortville

Novi

Oad Tnwm:hip

Oak Park

Orchard Lake

Qoonv-ile

Oxford

Pleasant Ridge
llyth
Redford

Rochester

Rochester HilI:

Romeo

Royal Oak

Shelby

Shelby Township

Southfield

South Lyon

Sterling Heights

Sylvan Lake

Troy

Union Lake

Utica

Walled Lake

Waren

Washington

W~yn

Waterford

West Bloomfield

W-etlaoo

Whte Lake Township 
Wixom

Wolverine Lake


EXHIBIT 

ex 3 '- rc 

3 f- 0 7 

CX3461 
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-l A. It was a regional real estate company in the southeast 
_. - . 

Michigan area. 

Q. Does Chamberlain Real tors still exist? 

A. Actually, they've been sold and it was originally 

Chamberlain and then it was Chamberlain, Prudential,i-
'" 

Prudential, Chamberlain, Steel and now it is 

Prudential Cranbrook Realtors. 

Q. And Hannet, Wilson & Whitehouse, how many agents do 

you have? 

A. Probably about 45. 

Q. And how many offices? 

A. One. 

Q. And where' s the office? 
I 

A. In Birmingham, Michigan. 

Q. What MLSs is Hannet, Wilson & Whitehouse a member of? 

A. Real comp and MI Real Source. 

Q. What's the geographic region in which Hanet, Wilson & 

Whitehouse does its business, how would you describe 

that? 
A. The best way to describe it is southeast Michigan. 

Q. What counties do you cover? 

A. Primarily I would say the maj ori ty of our business is 

in Oakland, Macomb and Wayne. We go into other areas, 

I mean, but not hugely significant. 

Q. When did you join MI Real Source? 

" 

, .,.:.,.~'~.~1 
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